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Abstract: In this paper the function of steel and concrete of RCC slab against fire in two stages of using limited components bundle ABAQUS for discovering thermal react, Thermal examination and structural examination will be investigated. In first step the dissemination of fire on profundity of individuals and in second step these dispersions considered as thermal burden as it called mechanical examination. Concrete type and members responses have a major rule in to structural supports design. RCC slab designed to show if the model face with fire how will be the slab thickness and width percentage deformation with studying the reaction of RCC slab when it fight with high temperature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fire has known as the one of the genuine risk for building and structural members however concrete ought to have the fundamental resistance against fire. Long time high temperature has more impact on mechanical properties of members there for here analyzed mass change the members and microstructure [1, 3, 5]. After fire the assessment of the structure damage ought to be done, all together the harm level and breaking due to fire both together diminishing the mechanical strength [4, 7]. Instructions to know the conduct of structure against fire is to portray term obstruction of structure put enduring an onslaught [9, 10].

II. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF THE MATERIALS

2.1 General

The mechanical conduct examines to characterize the pressure strain characteristics of the materials, the pressure strain qualities of the materials decide by conduct of the materials. In this paper the environmental and high temperature mechanical conduct has pointed. when assessed temperature is included the principle properties needed to do a precise computation of the temperature conveyance in a composite cross-segment are explicit warmth, thermal development and thermal conductivity.
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2.2 Thermal specifications of concrete
The impacts of fire on concrete of developments are one of the significant contemplations in design. To keep from completely created fire grow to upper floors the slab ought to withstand the leads and forestall falling during and ager the fire [9]. This will cause the encompassing structure to react against these impacts and turnout compressive power in the fired concrete slab.

2.3 Thermal transmission
Thermic conductance is the capacity of materials to direct hear and called proportion of heat it exhibits the comparative steam of heat through concrete of thickness on the zone open to temperature edge across the two inverse countenances [12].

2.4 Specific heat
The amount of heat per unit mass is distinction of heat which changes the temperature of materials by degree. The specific heat of concrete with siliceous totals as a capacity temperature is as indicated by Eurocode2, British Standards Institution [8].

III. THERMAL DIGNITY

At the point when concrete exposed to a temperature change it shows thermic amplification. In concrete structure on account of creating of stresses, breaks happen the explanation of breaking is the non-uniform thermic growth. As a component of temperature is the thermic amplification of concrete as indicated by Eurocode 2, British Standards Institution [8].

The modulus of flexibility of concrete reduces with an expansion in temperature. The abatement of the modulus of versatility is a result of the explosion of bonds in the microstructure of the concrete glue right when the temperature augments and is the eventual outcome of the start of fast short - term creep.

Fig.2 Deflection profiles of bottom layer of floor slab

Fig.3 Distribution of principal membrane
3.1 Thermic specification of Steel

The stress – strain characteristics of construction steels are basically like structural steel. Their conduct is at first flexible after which yielding and strain solidifying creates. A piecewise straight methodology was discovered to be sufficiently exact to address the pressure – strain relationship. Additionally, these bends are used in the model when the pressure – strain information isn’t accessible. The pressure strain relationship for structural steel is addressed as a straightforward flexible – plastic model with strain solidifying.

The mechanical conduct for both pressure and strain is thought to be comparative. Fig. 5 addresses the pressure strain relationship for steel. The impacts of thermal conductivity, specific heat and high thermal extension of the supporting steel are viewed as when the temperature changes.

![Thermic properties of steel](image)

3.2 Thermal Transmitting

The thermal transmission of steel relies in a general sense upon the proportion of alloying segments and on the glow treatment. The thermal conductivity of steel as shown by Eurocode 3, British Standards Institution is presented [8, 13].

3.3 Thermal Expansion

The thermal extension of prepares relies principally upon the heat treatment used. The coefficient of thermal development of steel at room temperatures is depended upon to be 11.4x10^-6 m^-1 C^-1. Besides, the thermal extending of fundamental and invigorating steel as shown by Eurocode 3, English Standards Institution is evaluated. [8].

![Stress–strain relationship for steel](image)
IV. STRESS AND STRAIN REINFORCING STEEL AT BRUSHED TEMPERATURES

Most conventional constructional prepares have all around described yield characteristics at commonplace temperatures. Upon additional temperature increase, a definitive nature of the steel rots steadily. The stress–strain associations may be associated with steel in both pressing factor and pressing factor. The effects of high temperature on drag have similarly been thought of. The stress–strain associations of structural steel as a component of temperature as demonstrated by Eurocode 3, British Standards Institution are showed up [8]. The extraordinary nature of the structural steel reduces when the temperature increases, as appeared. In addition, the modulus of flexibility lessens with a development in temperature. The relationship of the modulus of flexibility of the structural steel as demonstrated by temperatures is appeared.

V. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS AT BRUSHED TEMPERATURE

Finite element group A BAQUS was used to design and examine the RCC slabs. Dynamic temperature evacuation express examination was performed to incorporate the temperature apportionment got from thermal assessment to the structure examination to get the necessary stress, strain and movement.

5.1 Finite Element Type

Three-dimensional solid component and surface component has concentrated to show the test example to achieve an exact result from the limited component examination. For concrete, C3D8RTAn 8-center thermally coupled square, tri-straight migration and temperature was used and steel, SFM3D4R - A 4-center quadrilateral surface component, decreased compromise was used [9].

VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

6.1 General

RCC models are taken to consider the thermal reaction of structure exposed to fire. Non – direct investigation is completed with full temperature on various breaking point condition. Additionally non - direct investigation is done on various bars and diverse thickness. It is displayed in three dimensional for temperature - time bend ISO-834 [11]. ABA QUS/CA E 6.11 has been utilized for the investigation of thermal and structural conduct of concrete structures for various temperature. Thermal examination is done dependent on consistent state condition in three dimensional members.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Span</th>
<th>4.5 m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>925 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>ISO-834 Curve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete grade</td>
<td>M30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table1: Slab details for studying temperature distribution

6.2 Temperature Analysis

The temperature analysis is performed freely of the structural analysis. To play out the temperature analysis, the geometry of the cross-section is like the structural analysis specimen. The materials in the section can change from element to element, and their properties are temperature subordinate. The mechanical conduct is significantly more confused when the temperature changes on the grounds that there are two materials included, which are for the most part concrete and steel. The test specimen model is like the structural analysis model so as to analyze the outcomes. Fire is normally spoken to by a temperature time bend ISO-834 fire (BS 456 section 20) in Fig 12 [11]. This gives the normal temperature came to during a fire in a little estimated compartment or in the heaters utilized for fire obstruction tests.
6.3 Role of Rebar in Slab

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Span</th>
<th>4.5 m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Live Load</td>
<td>1.5 kN/ m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>4.5 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slab thickness</td>
<td>150 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebar</td>
<td>8mm, 8mm, 10mm dia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>ISO-834 fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support condition</td>
<td>Simply supported on two side</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table2: Slab details for studying Role of Rebar in Slab

6.4 Role of Boundary Condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Span</th>
<th>4.5 m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Live Load</td>
<td>1.5 kN/ m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>4.5 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slab thickness</td>
<td>150 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebar</td>
<td>8mm dia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>ISO-834 fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support condition</td>
<td>Pinned-pinned, Pinned-roller, fixed-fixed, fixed-roller on two side &amp; Free on the other two side</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table3: Slab details for studying Role of Boundary Condition

VII. CONCLUSION

A precise finite element model has been created by utilizing ABAQUS to think about the conduct of reinforced concrete slab when exposed to fire. In view of the correlations between the outcomes acquired from the finite element models and accessible BRE slab trial results, it was seen that they are in great understanding. The mid-length redirection with span of warming is precisely anticipated by the finite element model and a maximum error of 6% was seen when contrasting the finite element model and trial ponders. Temperature dissemination was read for various layers of the slab along the profundity of the slab when temperature changes as indicated by time and it was discovered that temperature diminishes along the profundity of the slab.

Width of slab function, function of rebar and role of slab thickness were additionally seen in this paper and it was discovered that:

- Displacement diminishes when level of steel in RCC slab increment
- Displacement diminishes when thickness increments
- Role of limit condition were likewise watched and it was discovered that fixed-fixed have the most astounding safe temperature and pursued by pinned-pinned, fixed-roller, pinned-roller.
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